‘MY BOYFRIEND’S BACK: WEDDING MARCH 5’
Synopsis
Wedding planner Annalise (Cindy Busby) has been working at her craft for years and is ready to
start her own company. To seal the deal, she must wow an investment group by showing off
her planning prowess with a wedding at Willow Lake Inn, a premiere wedding destination spot
in upstate New York owned and operated by Mick (Jack Wagner) and Olivia (Josie Bissett), who
are about to celebrate the 25th anniversary of their first date. No strangers to love, Mick and
Olivia each have something special planned to commemorate the start of their relationship, and
with the help of Duke (Aaron Pearl), the inn’s cook, they each secretly plan to pull off a
wonderful romantic surprise.
Meanwhile, Annalise feels tremendous pressure to make the upcoming nuptials of Jen (Sunita
Prasad) and Lucas (Lane Edwards) the experience of their lives and luckily, she’s got Olivia’s
help along the way. But nothing could prepare Annalise for meeting Lucas’ best man, who
turns out to be none other than her ex-boyfriend Brad (Tyler Hynes). Annalise hasn’t spoken to
Brad in five years, ever since he took off the day they were supposed to move together to New
York. Luckily, Annalise has her mind occupied with Jen and Lucas’ wedding. Though
everything is moving along smoothly, glitches happen, like suddenly 10 relatives, who didn’t
RSVP, have now decided to show up last minute. Now there’s extra seating to find, caterers to
call, and the unbelievable awkwardness of being around a guy who broke her heart.
But there’s something about true love that cannot be denied, and like Mick and Olivia who
reunited after years of being apart, Annalise and Brad are feeling their chemistry flare up again
as well. Too bad their temperaments haven’t changed over the years. She’s still the epitome of
organization and he’s still a prime example of easygoing. And yet, as Olivia wisely points out,
opposites do attract, and maybe Brad and Annalise’s magnetic chemistry has drawn them back
together for a reason.
In fact, there’s another major stressor in store before the wedding and Annalise could use a
little of Brad’s calm. A representative from the investment group has unexpectedly arrived at
the inn to see Annalise in action before pulling the trigger on financing her company.
Fortunately, laidback Brad is there to help. He takes the investor on a river rafting adventure,
allowing a flustered Annalise the time she needs to pull off a magnificent wedding for Jen and
Lucas. Also on track is a beautiful celebration of Mick and Olivia’s 25-year romance, featuring
romantic surprises each of them has planned for the other as they remember the date that
started it all.
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